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Science, Gneezy et al., 2010:

We conducted a field study at a large amusement 
park (8). Participants (N = 113,047) rode a roller 
coaster-like attraction, were photographed during the 
ride, and later chose whether to purchase a print of 
the photo.

Pr of the Nat Acad of Sciences, Gneezy et al., 2012:

We conducted a field study at a large amusement 
park.  Participants rode a rollercoaster-like attraction, 
were photographed during the ride, and later chose 
whether or not to purchase a print of the photo.



Defining text recycling



COPE (Committee on Publication Ethics) Definition

“Text recycling…occurs when sections of the same text 
appear (usually un-attributed) in more than one of an author’s 
own publications."



COPE Definition

“Text recycling…occurs when sections of the same text
appear (usually un-attributed) in more than one of an author’s
own publications."



TRRP definition of text recycling

Text recycling is the reuse of textual material (prose, visuals, or 
equations) in a new document where 

(1) the material in the new document is identical to that of the 
source (or substantively equivalent in both form and content), 

(2) the material is not presented in the new document as a quotation 
(via quotation marks or block indentation), and 

(3) at least one author of the new document is also an author of the 
prior document. 



Terminology problems



self-plagiarism text recycling



U.S. Council of Scientifics Editors
Plagiarism generally involves the use of materials from 
others, but can apply to researchers’ duplication of their own 
previously published reports without acknowledgment (this 
is sometimes called self-plagiarism or duplicate publication).



COPE
Text recycling, also known as self-plagiarism, occurs when 
sections of the same text appear (usually un-attributed) in more 
than one of an author’s own publications…

A separate issue, not to be confused with text recycling, 
is redundant (duplicate) publication.



Springer-Nature Taylor & Francis



Against Recycling
Inside Higher Ed

Self-Plagiarism? When Re-Purposing Text May Be Ethically Justifiable”
Australasian Human Research Ethics Consultancy Services

Self-Plagiarism: How to Define It and Why You Should Avoid It
American Journal Experts

Self-Plagiarism: A Misnomer
American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology



A researcher’s ethical dilemma: Is self-plagiarism a condemnable   
practice or not?

Physiotherapy Theory and Practice

Is Recycling Your Own Work Plagiarism?
Turnitin

On Difficulty in Handling Text Recycling
Science Editing

Managing Text-Recycling: An Ongoing Issue
Veterinary Anaesthesia and Analgesia



American Chemical Society documents
Authors should not engage in self-plagiarism (also known as duplicate publication)—
unacceptably close replication of the author’s own previously published text or 
results.

—ACS Ethical Guidelines to Publication of Chemical Research 

“Text recycling”, or “self-plagiarism”, occurs when an author publishes the same 
material verbatim in two publications, neither of which references the other.

— ACS Guide to Scholarly Communication 

Authors may reuse figures, tables, artwork, illustrations, text extracts of up to 400 
words, and data from the Author’s Submitted, Accepted, or Published Work…

— ACS Journals Policies on Preprints, Prior Publication, Scholarly Sharing & Posting 



Dialectical Anthropology

• The manuscript should not be submitted to more than 
one journal for simultaneous consideration.

• The submitted work should be original and should not 
have been published elsewhere in any form or language 
(partially or in full), unless the new work concerns an 
expansion of previous work. (Please provide 
transparency on the re-use of material to avoid the 
concerns about text-recycling (‘self-plagiarism’).

• Concurrent or secondary publication is sometimes 
justifiable, provided certain conditions are met. Examples 
include: translations or a manuscript that is intended for 
a different group of readers.





Why not avoid text recycling altogether? 



Why not just summarize and cite? 



Why not just quote? 





Why not just reword? 



“I've been ‘iThenticating’ all revised papers for several 
years now, and am continually frustrated by self-
plagiarism… [Y]ou’d think that researcher/authors with 
MDs and PhDs would be bright enough to know how 
to reword.”

—managing editor of a journal



“Just spent two tedious hours trying to reword the most 
boring chunks of my paper because I got pulled up on 
self-plagiarism.”

–Tweet from researcher at Astrophysics Research 
Centre at Queen's University Belfast





Text Recycling Research Project
TRRP





TRRP Advisory Board

Director of Publishing Ethics and Integrity, Taylor & Francis

Head of Advisory and Assurance, Research Integrity Group, Springer-Nature

Former Deputy Editor-in-Chief, PLOS ONE

Research Integrity Editor, The British Medical Journal 

Director of Journals and Open Access, MIT Press

Manager of Publication Ethics, American Chemical Society

Chair, COPE

President, Council of Science Editors 

Chair, Editorial Policy Committee, Council of Science Editors

Director for Research Integrity, Harvard Medical School

Director of Research Integrity, Office of Intramural Research, NIH

Bioethicist & IRB Chair, National Institutes of Environmental Health Sciences



Text Recycling Research Project
Best Practices for Authors



RECYCLING TEXT ETHICALLY AND APPROPRIATELY

Text recycling may be ethical or unethical, desirable or undesirable—
depending on the context, the nature, and quantity of recycled 
material.

1. Authors should recycle text where consistency of language is 
needed for accurate communication. This consistency can be 
especially important when describing methods and instrumentation 
that are common across studies. If the amount of recycled material is 
substantial, authors should determine whether permissions are 
needed (see Recycling Text Legally) and whether it is acceptable for 
the outlet (see Recycling Text Transparently).

2. Authors may recycle text so long as the recycled material is 
accurate and appropriate for the new work and does not infringe 
copyright or violate publisher policies.

3. Authors should be careful not to recycle text in ways that might 
mislead readers or editors about the novelty of the new work.



RECYCLING TEXT LEGALLY

The legality of text recycling generally depends on copyright law and any 
author-publisher contract signed for the source document. (In some 
circumstances, there may be additional legal restrictions as well.)

u For most unpublished work (unpublished research manuscripts, grant 
proposals, conference posters, etc.), authors hold copyright and thus can 
recycle from that work without legal restriction. (Note: Under “work-for-
hire” arrangements, authors do not hold copyright.)

u Most publishers require authors to transfer copyright to the publisher. 
Authors’ rights to recycle from their own published works are then limited 
by copyright laws, which differ by country. Publication contracts may, 
however, let authors retain some rights to recycle.  These rights are 
contract-specific and differ markedly across publishers. 

u If the amount or type of recycling exceeds what copyright law and the 
signed contract allows, authors should obtain permission from the 
publisher of the source document.



RECYCLING TEXT TRANSPARENTLY

Appropriate recycling requires transparency with editors, 
readers, and coauthors.

u Authors should be transparent with editors, informing them 
about the presence of recycled material upon submission.
u Authors should be transparent with readers by including a 
statement notifying readers that the document contains 
recycled material.
u If the authors of the new work are not identical to those of 
the prior work, the corresponding author of the new work 
should obtain permissions.



TRRP RESOURCES

Now available

Best Practices for Researchers

Understanding Text Recycling in Research Writing: 
A Guide for Researchers 

Understanding Text Recycling in Research Writing: 
A Guide for Editors 

TRRP White Paper: Text Recycling in Research 
Writing: U.S. Copyright Law and Fair Use



Forthcoming

TRRP Text Recycling Policy

TRRP White Paper: Text Recycling in Author-Publisher 
Contracts

Best Practices for students



Selected TRRP Publications
Standardizing terminology for text recycling in research writing. Learned 
Publishing.

Text recycling in STEM: A text-analytic study of recent NSF-sponsored 
research reports. Accountability in Research.

Reuse in STEM Research Writing: Rhetorical and Practical Considerations 
and Challenges. AILA Review.

Text Recycling in STEM Research: An Exploratory Investigation of Expert and 
Novice Beliefs and Attitudes. Journal of Technical Writing and Communication.

Text Recycling: Views of North American Journal Editors from an Interview-
Based Study. Learned Publishing.

Text Recycling in Scientific Writing. Science and Engineering Ethics. 
Attitudes toward text recycling in academic writing across 
disciplines. Accountability in Research.



Text Recycling Research Project

textrecycling.org


